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Orion is a low-profile, budget-friendly outdoor lighting solution designed to perform in a 

wide range of municipal and roadway applications. Orion’s high-quality offers sustained 

lighting and aesthetic appeal for the lifetime of an installation. 

Orion has been engineered with a superior quality-to-cost ratio. Because of its economical 

price point, ease of installation in both retrofit or new construction applications, and 

maintenance savings over the life of an installation, Orion offers the fastest ROI in the 

market for a wide variety of projects. 

A new optical package designed specifically for Orion provides market-leading optic 

performance in compliance with IES recommendations for parking facilities (IES RP-20-

14), and roadway lighting (IES RP-08-14). 

Ready NEMA or Zhaga socket to enable further control of streetlight from simple photocell 

to smart city controller node.

Thanks to an optimised design, Orion is built to withstand hot climates all over the world 

(Ta 131°F / 55°C).
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KEY FEATURES

APPLICATIONS

·Cost-effective and efficient lighting solution

·Accelerated return on investment

·Superior efficiency with an average of 130lm/W in neutral white

·Easy and fast installation in retrofit or new construction: thanks to it light weight, 

    only one person is required to install the luminaire

·Operating temperature range -40°F to 131°F, -40°C to 55°C

·Dark sky compliant: ULOR = 0, no up-light

·4 sizes for aesthetic consistency in all applications

·Standard mast-arm mounting: 1 ¼” to 2” pipes (42-60mm)with inclination from 

    -10° to +5° in steps of 2.5°

·3G rated

·Surge protection 20kV / 10kA

·7-pin receptacle included (shorting cap optional)
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UNDER DECK WALL MOUNT

Orion Under Deck Light, designed specifically for lighting large outdoor areas such as underneath 

overpasses, tunnels and bridges. This under deck light delivers a wide beam spread and high 

levels of light for effective broad area illumination.

LED underdeck luminaires shall meet the applicable requirements of the FDOT.LED underdeck 

luminaires are suitable for replacing 150-watt, 250, or 400-watt high-pressure sodium (HPS) 

underdeck and hanging lights.







PHOTOMETRICS

Lenses in mouldable and optical-grade silicon offer a superior transparency and a great.Photo 

thermal stability to withstand high driving currents and deliver maximized lumen output over time. 

Silicon optics were first developed for headlights in the automotive industry, as they provide 

proven superior performance, resistance to damage, high IP protection, and high UV protection.



A FUTURE 
PROOF 
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Smart City

TMiNET  Intelligent Lighting Monitor & Control System is 

a cloud based wireless smart system designated for 

lighting management.

TMWith gateways + control node., iNET  System 

monitors lights performance status, collects operation 

data, controls lights on/off or dimming, and sends 

alarm in case of fault detected.
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INSTALLATION
For high performance and long term reliability, the light should be installed in free air.

Slip Fitter Mount
1. Unlock the screws,adjust the angle of slip fitter.

2. Feed the power cord through the pole and make wiring.

3. Slide the fixture onto the pole,lock the screws.

Side Arm Mount
1.Open extended arm lower cap.

2.Feed power cable through extended arm, Wiring.

3.Put the two bolts into the extended arm, and tight the hex nuts from inside of the extended arm.

4.Install arm upper cap.

Trunnion (Under Deck Wall Mount)

Side Arm (1) + Square Pole

Side Arm (1) + Round PoleSide Arm (2) + Square PoleSlip Fitter



E-Lite Semiconductor Co., Ltd.

ORDERING 
INFORMATION

01 - RAL9010 White

07 - RAL9017 Black

05 - RAL8019 Bronze


